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A REMARK ON THE HOMOTOPY EQUIVALENCE
SUn  SLnC
JUAN SOUTO
Abstract. Being a maximal compact subgroup of SLn C, SUn is
a deformation retract of the former group. In this note we prove
that, for sufficiently large n, there is no retraction of SLn C to SUn
which preserves commutativity.
1. Introduction
Using for example the polar decomposition of matrices in SLn C, it is
easy to see that SUn is a strong deformation retract of SLn C. In fact,
there are quite a few ways to prove this result. For instance, it also
follows from the Gramm-Schmidt orthogonalization process or from the
fact that the symmetric space SLnC{ SUn is contractible. Finally, it is
a special case of the theorem asserting that every semisimple Lie group
retracts to any of its maximal compact subgroups [3].
The goal of this note is to observe that there is no retraction of
SLnC to SUn which, even so mildly, preserves the group structure.
More concretely we show:
Theorem 1.1. For n ¥ 8, there is no retraction of SLn C to SUn
preserving commutativity.
Before sketching the proof of Theorem 1.1 we explain briefly what
motivated the author to consider the existence or non-existence of com-
mutativity preserving retractions of SLnC to SUn. In [8], Pettet and
the author of this note considered the relation between the represen-
tation varieties of Zk in SUn and SLnC and proved that the standard
inclusion
HompZk, SUnq ãÑ HompZ
k, SLnCq
is a homotopy equivalence. If a commutativity preserving retraction of
SLnC to SUn existed, then the main result in [8] would follow almost
directly. Given that the proof in [8] is rather involved, the author was
relieved by the conclusion of Theorem 1.1.
The author has been partially supported by NSF grant DMS-0706878, NSF
CAREER award 0952106 and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation.
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Also notice that there are highly non-trivial homotopies of SLnC
which preserve commutativity. For instance, there is such a homotopy
which retracts SLn C into the set of diagonalizable matrices [8]. From
this fact, it is easy to deduce (see [8]) that there is in fact a retraction
of SL2C to SU2 which preserves commutativity. This shows that some
restriction on the n in Theorem 1.1 is necessary. The bound n ¥ 8 is
due to the rather unsophisticated arguments in our proof. We would
however expect that the obvious generalization of Theorem 1.2 remains
true for most algebraic groups G. For instance, the author expects the
following question to have a negative answer:
Question. Is there, for n ¥ 4, a retraction of SORpn, 1q0 to SORpnq
which preserves commutativity?
We sketch now the strategy of the proof of Theorem 1.1. Arguing
by contradiction, assume that there is a continuous homotopy
(1.1) φ : r0, 1s  SLnC Ñ SLnpCq, pt, Aq ÞÑ φtpAq
satisfying:
(A1) If A,B P SLn C commute, then so do φtpAq and φtpBq for all t.
(A2) φ0pAq  A and φ1pAq P SUn for all A P SLn C.
Our first goal is to show that the maps φt fix the center
ZSLn CpSLnCq  ZSUnpSUnq
of SLnC. In particular, Theorem 1.1 follows when we prove:
Proposition 1.2. If n ¥ 8, then there is no homotopy equivalence
φ : SLn C Ñ SUn
preserving commutativity and with φpZSLn CpSLnCqq  ZSUnpSUnq.
The basic idea of the proof of Proposition 1.2 is to associate to any
such φ and any hermitian form Q on Cn a linear map LQ : C
n
Ñ Cn
with the property that if A P SUpQq is an isometry of pCn, Qq and
v P Cn is an eigenvector of A, then LQpvq is also an eigenvector of φpAq.
This condition imposes rather strong relations between the linear maps
LQ and LQ1 where Q and Q
1 are different hermitian forms. In fact, we
end the proof of Proposition 1.2 showing that these relations cannot
be satisfied.
We derive the existence of the linear map LQ : C
n
Ñ C
n apply-
ing the Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry to a suitably
constructed map
ΦQ : PC
n
Ñ PCn
3The construction of ΦQ and the proof that it is a colinearity, follow
from considerations on the homological properties of the centralizers of
certain subgroups of SLn C; essentially we use the fact that complicated
elements in SLn C have much smaller centralizers than simple ones.
Remark. Many of the steps in the proof of Theorem 1.1 could be for-
mulated in the more abstract language of algebraic groups. However,
for the sake of concreteness, we have chosen to take a rather down-to-
earth approach. Altogether, we will only need standard facts of linear
algebra and algebraic topology. Not knowing any preferable linear al-
gebra reference work, we refer blankly to Bourbaki [1]. Hatcher’s book
[2] contains, by far, all the algebraic topology needed below.
Acknowledgements. The author wishes to thank Alejandro A´dem,
Mladen Bestvina, Rosario Clement, Jose´ Manuel Go´mez, Lars Louder,
Rupert McCallum, Gopal Prasad and Ralf Spatzier for their help, in-
terest, remarks, etc... This work would have not been possible without
the collaboration of Alexandra Pettet.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we remind the reader of a few well-known facts and
fix notation used throughout the paper:
2.1. Linear algebra. Throughout this note we will work in the am-
bient space Cn. We denote by HerpCnq the cone of hermitian forms
on Cn. Elements in HerpCnq will be denoted by Q; in particular the
standard hermitian form
Q0ppuiq, pviqq 
¸
i
u¯ivi
will be denoted Q0. Given Q P HerpC
n
q and V  Cn a linear subspace,
let
V KQ  tu P Cn|Qpu, vq  0 for all v P V u
be the Q-orthogonal complement of V . For the standard hermitian
form we will use the notation V K  V KQ0 .
The subgroups of GLn C and SLn C preserving Q P HerpC
n
q will be
denoted by
UpQq  tA P GLnC|QpAu,Avq  Qpu, vq u, v P C
n
u
SUpQq  UpQq X SLn C
Notice that in particular Un  UpQ0q and SUn  SUpQ0q.
Given a group G and X  G a subset we denote by
ZGpXq  tg P G|gx  xg for all x P Xu
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the centralizer of X in G. In particular, ZGpGq is just the center of the
group G. At this point we wish to remind the reader that
ZSLn CpSLnCq  ZSUnpSUnq
is the discrete and disconnected subgroup consisting of homotheties of
Cn of ratio an n-th root of unity.
Under a commuting subset X  G of a group G we understand a
subset with the property that xx1  x1x for all x, x1 P X . Recall
that if X is a commuting subset of GLn C and every element of X is
diagonalizable, then X is simultanously diagonalizable, meaning that
there is some direct sum decomposition Cn  `iVi ofC
n such that every
A P X preserves Vi and restricts to a homothety A|Vi of Vi for all i.
Recall also that if we choose the direct sum decomposition Cn  `iVi
in such a way that the factors Vi are the non-trivial intersections of
eigenspaces of all elements in X , then it is canonical. More precisely,
we will use below the following well-known fact:
Lemma 2.1. Let X  GLn C be a commuting subset consisting of
diagonalizable elements. Then there is a uniquely determined direct
sum decomposition Cn  `iVi such that
ZGLnpCqpXq  tA P GLn C|AVi  Vi for all iu
Here, the factors Vi are the non-trivial intersections of the eigenspaces
of the elements in X. In particular, the restriction of g P X to any
factor Vi is a homothety. 
We will refer to the direct sum decomposition provided by Lemma
2.1 as the diagonalizing direct sum decomposition of X . Before moving
on, recall that every element in SUn is diagonalizable and that the
corresponding eigenspaces are orthogonal to each other.
Often, we will write something like SUrUs  GLn C for r  s ¤ n.
By this we mean the inclusion
(2.1) pA,Bq ÞÑ


A 0 0
0 B 0
0 0 Id


where 0 is the matrix, of the appropriate size, whose entries are all 0,
and where Id is the identity matrix of again the appropriate size.
Finally, if a group G acts on some set X and X0  X is some subset,
we denote by StabGpX0q the stabilizer of X0 under the action Gñ X .
Below we will consider the standard actions of SLn C on C
n, the set
of linear subspaces of Cn, projective space PCn, etc... For G  SLnC
and X0 any set of similar objects we will often just write StabGpXq
5without making explicit mention to the action; we hope that this does
not cause any confusion.
2.2. Topology. Through out this note we will only consider homology
H

pq and cohomology Hpq with coefficients in Z; we feel therefore
justified to drop any reference to the coefficients from our notation.
The cohomology groups of Un and SUn are well-known [2, p.434].
The key fact needed in this note is that inclusions between these groups
induce surjections in cohomology. More precisely, for any k   n all
the arrows in the following diagram, the pull-backs of the standard
inclusions, are surjective:
HpUnq

// HpSUnq

HpUkq // H

pSUkq
We remind the reader that we have homotopy equivalences SLn C 
SUn and GLn C  Un. In particular, the surjectivity of H

pGLn Cq Ñ
HpSUkq for k   n, implies:
Lemma 2.2. The image under the standard inclusion SUk ãÑ GLn C of
the fundamental class of rSUks is non-trivial in Hk21pGLnC;Zq. 
Many of the arguments below will involve easy estimates on the
dimension of certain subgroups. We will often use, without any further
mention, that Un and SUn are closed connected manifolds of (real)
dimension
dimUn  n
2 and dim SUn  n
2
 1
In particular, SLnC and GLnC are also connected.
3. Reducing to Proposition 1.2
In this section we reduce the claim of Theorem 1.1 to prove Propo-
sition 1.2. Our first goal is to prove that elements in GLn C whose
centralizer is sufficiently large (from a homological point of view) be-
long to the center:
Lemma 3.1. If A P GLn C is such that ZGLn CpAq carries a non-trivial
class in Hn21pGLn Cq, then A belongs to the center of GLnC.
Proof. To begin with, consider the multiplicative Jordan decomposition
A  DU of A. Recall that D is diagonalizable, U is unipotent and if
B commutes with A then B also commutes with both D and U . By
the commutativity properties of the Jordan decomposition we have
(3.1) ZGLn CpAq  ZGLn CpDq X ZGLn CpUq
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We claim that U  Id and D P ZGLn CpGLCq.
In order to prove that D P ZGLn CpGLCq it suffices to show that D
has a single eigenvalue. Let λ1, . . . , λr be the eigenvalues of D and
E1, . . . , Er the corresponding eigenspaces. We denote by di  dimEi
the multiplicity of λi. By Lemma 2.1, the centralizer of D is exactly
the group of those elements in GLn C preserving the eigenspace Ei for
each i. In particular, ZGLn CpDq is conjugated within GLn C to the
subgroup GLd1 C   GLdr C. It follows that any maximal compact
subgroup of ZGLn CpDq is conjugated within GLnC to Ud1      Udr .
Since ZGLn CpDq is homotopy equivalent to any of its maximal compact
subgroups we deduce that
HdpZGLn CpDqq  0 for d ¡ d
2
1        d
2
r
On the other hand ZGLn CpAq  ZGLn CpDq carries, by assumption, a
non-trivial class in Hn21pGLnCq. We deduce that
n2  1 ¤ d21        d
2
r
Taking into account that d1, . . . , dr are positive integers with
°
i di  n,
it follows that r  1 and d1  n. We have proved that D has a single
eigenvalue and hence that D P ZGLn CpGLn Cq.
We claim now that the unipotent part U of A is trivial. To see that
this is the case, let E  Cn be the eigenspace of U to the eigenvalue
1 and notice that, since U is unipotent, E  0. Again, the centralizer
ZGLn CpUq of U stabilizes E. Hence, ZGLn CpUq is conjugated into the
subgroup G of GLnC of matrices of the following form

Cd1,d1 Cd1,d2
0 Cd2,d2


Here, the subscripts represent the size of each block and d1  dimE.
Consider also G1  GLd1 C  GLd2 C the group of matrices of the
following form:

Cd1,d1 0
0 Cd2,d2


The obvious projection G Ñ G1 is a fibration with fibers homeomor-
phic to Cd1d2 . Hence G and G1 are homotopy equivalent. The same
argument as above shows first that HdpG,Rq  0 for all d ¡ d
2
1
  d2
2
,
and then that d1  n. This shows that E  C
n and hence that U  Id,
as we wanted to show. This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
We are now ready to prove that any homotopy
φ : r0, 1s  SLnC Ñ SLnpCq, pt, Aq ÞÑ φtpAq
7satisfying conditions (A1) and (A2) from the introduction has the prop-
erty that φt fixes pointwise the center of SLn C.
Lemma 3.2. φt fixes ZSLn CpSLn Cq pointwise for all t P r0, 1s.
Proof. Recall that the center of SLnC is discrete. Therefore, it suffices
to show that for each A P ZSLn CpSLnCq we have φtpAq P ZSLn CpSLn Cq
for all t. For any such A and t we have
(3.2) φtpSUnq  φtpSLn Cq  φtpZSLn CpAqq  ZSLn CpφtpAqq
where the final inclusion holds because φt preserves commutativity.
Since φt is a homotopy starting with the identity, it follows from Lemma
2.2, that
(3.3) rφtpSUnqs  rSUns  0 P Hn21pGLn Cq
From (3.2) and (3.3) we deduce that ZSLn CpφtpAqq carries a cycle rep-
resenting a non-trivial class in Hn21pGLnCq. Lemma 3.1 applies and
shows that φtpAq is central in GLn C, and hence in SLnC, as we needed
to prove. 
Observe that the final map φ1 : SLnC Ñ SUn of the homotopy φt is a
homotopy equivalence preserving commutativity and with the property
that
φ1pZSLn CpSLn Cqq  ZSLn CpSLn Cq  ZSUnpSUnq
The content of Proposition 1.2 is that such a homotopy equivalence
cannot exist:
Proposition 1.2. If n ¥ 8, then there is no homotopy equivalence
φ : SLn C Ñ SUn
preserving commutativity and with φpZSLn CpSLnCqq  ZSUnpSUnq.
In particular, Theorem 1.1 follows once we have proved Proposition
1.2; the remaining of this paper is devoted to its proof.
4. The map Φ
In this section we associate to any homotopy equivalence φ as in
Proposition 1.2 and to any hermitian form Q P HerpCnq a projective
transformation of the projective space PCn of Cn. Recall that SUpQq is
the subgroup of SLnC preserving the hermitian form Q. As mentioned
above, we denote by Q0 the standard hermitian form of C
n and hence
have that SUn  SUpQ0q.
Before going any further we need some notation. Given a hermitian
form Q P HerpCnq and a 1-dimensional linear subspace L P PCn of
Cn let σLQ  SUpQq be the subgroup of SUpQq consisting of elements
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diagonalized by the direct sum decomposition Cn  L` LKQ. In more
concrete, but also more obscure, terms
σLQ  tA P SUpQq|Dλ, µ P C with Av  λpiLpvq   µpiLKQ pvq v P C
n
u
where
piL : C
n
Ñ L and pi
L
KQ : C
n
Ñ LKQ
are the Q-orthogonal projections onto L and onto its Q-orthogonal
complement LKQ .
Lemma 4.1. Assume that n ¥ 3. If a commuting set X  SUn is not
contained in the center ZSUnpSUnq and has the property that ZSUnpXq
carries a non-trivial class in H
pn1q21pSUnq, then there is a unique
L P PCn with X  σLQ0. Furthermore, we have:
ZSUnpXq  ZSUnpσ
L
Q0
q  StabSUnpLq
Proof. Recall that every element in SUn is diagonalizable; hence Lemma
2.1 applies toX . Let Cn  `iVi be the diagonalizing direct sum decom-
position of X ordered in such a way that dim Vi ¤ dimVi 1; notice that
the assumption that X is not contained in the center of SUn amounts
to r ¥ 2.
By Lemma 2.1 and the observations after that lemma, the factors Vi
are pairwise orthogonal to each other, and
ZSUnpXq  tA P SUn |AVi  Vi iu
If we set di  dim Vi, it follows that ZSUnpXq is conjugated within SUn
to the subgroup pUd1      Udrq X SUn. In particular, ZSUnpXq has
dimension d2
1
       d2r  1. Our homological assumption implies then
that
d21        d
2
r  1 ¥ n
2
 1
Since d1 ¤    ¤ dr are positive integers with
°
di  n ¥ 3 and since
r ¥ 2, it follows easily that the only possibility is d1  1 and d2  n1.
So far we have proved that ZSUnpXq fixes the 1-dimensional space
L  V1 and hence also its orthogonal complement L
K
 V2. Notice
that, since X is a commuting subset, we have that X  ZSUnpXq. In
order to conclude the proof of Lemma 4.1 we have to show that every
A P X acts on LK as a homothety. In order to see that this is the case,
denote by G the subgroup of GLpLKq preserving the restriction of Q0
to LK and notice that the homomorphism
StabSUnpL
K
q Ñ G
is in fact an isomorphism.
Recalling that ZSUnpXq  StabSUnpL
K
q carries, by assumption, a
non-trivial class inH
pn1q21pSUnq, we deduce that the image of ZSUnpXq
9in G carries a non-trivial class in H
pn1q21pGq as well. Since G is iso-
morphic to Un1, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that the image of X in
G is contained in the center of G. In other words, X acts on LK by
homotheties, as we wanted to show.
This concludes the proof of the existence part of Lemma 4.1. The
uniqueness of L  V1 follows for example from the uniqueness of the
diagonalizing direct sum decomposition Cn  `iVi associated to X .
In order to prove the final claim, observe that
StabSUnpLq  ZSUnpσ
L
Q0
q  ZSUnpXq
because X  σQ0pLq. The opposite inclusion follows from the unique-
ness of L. 
We are now ready to prove the following key fact:
Lemma 4.2. If φ : SLn C Ñ SUn is a homotopy equivalence as in the
statement of Proposition 1.2, then there is a continuous map
Φ : HerpCnq  PCn Ñ PCn, pQ,Lq ÞÑ ΦQpLq
such that for pQ,Lq P HerpCnq  PCn and L1 P PCn we have
(4.1) L1  ΦQpLq if and only if φpσ
L
Qq  σ
L1
Q0
Essentially, the statement of Lemma 4.2 is that the homotopy equiv-
alence φ maps subgroups of SLnC of the form σ
L
Q to subgroups of SUn
of the same form.
Proof. Given pQ,Lq P HerpCnqPCn notice the the abelian group σLQ 
SUpQq is homeomorphic to S1 and contains the center of SLnC. In
particular, by our assumptions on the homotopy equivalence φ, φpσLQq
is a connected commuting set containing the center of SLnC. Since the
center of SLnC is disconnected, it follows that
φpσLQq  ZSLn CpSLn Cq
Notice now that SUn1 can be conjugated into the centralizer ZSLn Cpσ
L
Qq
of σLQ and that
φpZSLn Cpσ
L
Qqq  ZSUnpφpσ
L
Q0
qq
because φ preserves commutativity. In particular, it follows from Lemma
2.2 and the assumption that φ is a homotopy equivalence that ZSUnpφpσ
L
Qqq
carries a non-trivial class in H
pn1q21pSUnq. From Lemma 4.1 we ob-
tain therefore that there is a unique point in PCn, call it ΦQpLq, with
φpσLQq  σ
ΦQpLq
Q0
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We have established the existence of a map Φ : HerpCnqPCn Ñ PCn
satisfying (4.1). The continuity of Φ follows easily from the continuity
of φ and the fact that the former is well-defined. 
At this point we observe a fact that will be used repeatedly below.
Given pQ,Lq P HerpCnq  PCn recall that when defining ΦQpLq in the
proof of Lemma 4.2, we applied Lemma 4.1 to X  φpσLQq. The last
claim of Lemma 4.1 implies thus that
ZSUnpφpσ
L
Qqq  ZSUnpσ
ΦQpLq
Q0
q
Observing that StabSUpQqpLq  ZSUpQqpσ
L
Qq, we deduce from the com-
mutativity preserving property of φ, that
φpStabSUpQqpLqq  φpZSUpQqpσ
L
Qqq  ZSUpQqpφppσ
L
Qqq
 ZSUnpσ
ΦQpLq
Q0
q  StabSUnpΦQpLqq
This is remarkable enough to be recorded as a lemma:
Lemma 4.3. With the same notation as in Lemma 4.2 we have
φpStabSUpQqpLqq  StabSUnpΦQpLqq
for all pQ,Lq P HerpCnq  PCn. 
Our next goal is to prove that the map ΦQ provided by Lemma 4.2
is collinear. Recall that a map between projective spaces is collinear if
whenever three points in the domain are contained in some projective
line, then their images are also contained in a projective line.
Lemma 4.4. The map ΦQ : PC
n
Ñ PCn provided by Lemma 4.2 is
collinear for all Q P HerpCnq.
Proof. Seeking a contradiction, suppose L1, L2 and L3 in PC
n are con-
tained in some projective line but that their images ΦQpL1q,ΦQpL2q
and ΦQpL3q are not. In other words, if we set
E  SpanpL1, L2, L3q and F  SpanpΦQpL1q,ΦQpL2q,ΦQpL3qq
we have dimE  2 and dimF  3.
Let G be the subgroup of SUpQq fixing E pointwise and notice that
G stabilizes EKQ. Since G fixes Li, we have φpGq  StabSUpQqpΦQpLiqq
by Lemma 4.3; in particular,
φpGq  StabSUnpF q
The group StabSUnpF q is conjugated to the subgroup pU3Un3qXSUn
within SUn. It follows that StabSUnpF q has dimension n
2
6n 17 and
hence that
HdpStabSUnpF qq  0 for all d ¡ n
2
 6n  17
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On the other hand, G is conjugated in SLn C to SUn2. Since φ is a
homotopy equivalence we have by Lemma 2.2 that φpGq  StabSUnpF q
represents a non-trivial class in H
pn2q21pSUnq. This implies that
pn  2q2  1 ¤ n2  6n  17
but this is a contradiction by our assumption that n ¥ 8. This con-
cludes the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
At this point we want to remind the reader of the following version
of the Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry:
Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry. For n ¥ 3, sup-
pose that f : PCn Ñ PCn is continuous, colinear, and that fpPCnq
contains n points in general position. Then there is a R-linear map
F : Cn Ñ Cn with fpLq  F pLq for all L P PCn; moreover, detpF q  1
and F is either C-linear or C-antilinear.
Remark. The author has not found this concrete version of the Funda-
mental Theorem of Projective Geometry in the literature but assumes
it to be well-known. In any case, it follows from Theorem 3.1 in the
beautiful Ph.D.-thesis [6] of Rupert McCallum (see also [4, 7]) and
from the classical result of Kolmogoroff [5] analyzing the continuous
bijective colinearities of projective space.
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section:
Proposition 4.5. If φ : SLnC Ñ SUn is a homotopy equivalence as
in the statement of Proposition 1.2, then there is a continuous map
Φ : HerpCnq  PCn Ñ PCn, pQ,Lq ÞÑ ΦQpLq
such that for every Q P HerpCnq the following holds:
(1) There is an either linear or antilinear isometry
LQ : pC
n, Qq Ñ pCn, Q0q
with ΦQpLq  LQpLq for all L P PC
n.
(2) If A is diagonalized by a Q-orthogonal basis pv1, . . . , vnq then
φpAq is diagonalized by pLQpv1q, . . . ,LQpvnqq.
Proof. Let Φ : HerpCnqPCn Ñ PCn be the map provided by Lemma
4.2. By Lemma 4.4 we know that for any Q P HerpCnq the map
PCn Ñ PCn, L ÞÑ ΦQpLq
is colinear. In order to apply the Fundamental Theorem of Projective
Geometry we need first to prove that the image of ΦQ contains n points
in general position.
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In order to see that this is the case let F  Cn be a minimal linear
subspace containing every line in the image of ΦQ. Given A P SUpQq
let L P PCn be the line generated by some eigenvector of A. By Lemma
4.3 we have φpAq P StabSUnpΦQpLqq. In other words, we have proved
that every element in φpSUpQqq fixes a line contained in F . Since
the restriction of φ to SUpQq is a homotopy equivalence onto SUn we
have that φpSUpQqq  SUn. This implies that F  C
n, showing that
ΦQpPC
n
q contains n points in general position.
We can now apply the Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry
and deduce that for all Q the map ΦQ is induced by an either linear or
antilinear map
LQ : C
n
Ñ C
n
with detpF q  1. We claim that LQ fulfills (1) and (2).
We start proving (2). Given A P SUpQq diagonalized by pv1, . . . , vnq
observe first that pLQpv1q, . . . ,LQpvnqq is a basis of C
n because LQ is
a, possibly antilinear, isomorphism. It remains to prove that LQpviq is
an eigenvector of φpAq for each i. In order to see that this is the case,
let Li  Cvi be the line generated by vi. As above, we obtain
φpAq P StabSUnpΦQpLiqq  StabSUnpLQpLiqq
from Lemma 4.3. In other words we have that
φpAqpLQpviqq P φpAqpLQpLiqq  LQpLiq  CLQpviq
This implies that LQpviq is an eigenvector of φpAq, as claimed. This
concludes the proof of (2).
It remains to prove that LQ is an isometry of pC
n, Qq to pCn, Q0q.
We know already that detpLQq  1. Hence, it suffices to show that LQ
maps Q-orthogonal lines to Q0-orthogonal lines. Suppose that L1, L2 P
PCn are Q-orthogonal lines; equivalently, L1  L
KQ
2
. This is again
equivalent to the conditions
(C1) L1  L2, and
(C2) σL1Q  ZSUpQqpσ
L2
Q q
Since LQ is bijective we have
(C1’) L1  L2.
On the other hand we have
(4.2) φpσL1Q q  φpZSUpQqpσ
L2
Q qq  ZSUnpσ
ΦQpL2q
Q0
q
where the inclusion holds because φ preserves commutativity and the
first inclusion holds by the argument used to prove Lemma 4.3. Again
by the argument used to prove Lemma 4.3 we have
ZSUnpφpσ
L1
Q qq  ZSUnpσ
ΦQpL1q
Q0
q  ZSUnpσ
LQpL1q
Q0
q
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This equation and equation (4.2) imply:
(C2’) σ
LQpL1q
Q0
 ZSUnpσ
LQpL2q
Q0
q
Conditions (C1’) and (C2’) are equivalent to the two lines LQpL1q and
LQpL2q being Q0-orthogonal to each other. This proves that LQ is an
isometry and hence claim (1).
We have proved Proposition 4.5. 
5. Proof of Proposition 1.2
In this section we prove Proposition 1.2.
Proposition 1.2. If n ¥ 8, then there is no homotopy equivalence
φ : SLn C Ñ SUn
preserving commutativity and with φpZSLn CpSLnCqq  ZSUnpSUnq.
We will argue by contradiction, so assume that there is a homotopy
equivalence as in Proposition 1.2. As in the previous section, consider
the map
Φ : HerpCnq  PCn Ñ PCn
provided by Proposition 4.5, or equivalently by Lemma 4.2. Let also
LQ : pC
n, Qq Ñ pCn, Q0q
be the isometry provided by Proposition 4.5 for each Q P HerpCnq and
recall that LQ is either linear or antilinear. Our first observation is
that we may assume that LQ is linear.
Lemma 5.1. If there is a homotopy equivalence φ : SLnpCq Ñ SUn
as in Proposition 1.2, then there is also one such that the map LQ is
linear for all Q P HerpCnq and such that LQ0  Id.
Proof. Notice that LQ0 is a, possibly antilinear, isometry of pC
n, Q0q
by Proposition 4.5 (1). In particular, L1Q0 
t
LQ0 and
SUn  LQ0 SUnL
1
Q0
Considering the map
φˆ : SLnC Ñ SUn, φˆpAq  LQ0φpAqL
1
Q0
we obtain a homotopy equivalence preserving commutativity, fixing the
center of SLnC, and with
LˆQ0  Id
where LˆQ is the map associated to φˆ and Q P HerpZ
n
q by Proposition
4.5.
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We claim that LˆQ is linear for all Q; equivalently, we have to rule
out that it is antilinear. By Proposition 4.5, the projective transfor-
mation ΦˆQ associated to LˆQ depends continuously of Q. In particu-
lar, H2pΦˆQq : H
2
pPCnq Ñ H2pPCnq is the identity for all Q because
this is true for Q0 and HerpC
n
q is connected. On the other hand, if
F : Cn Ñ Cn is antilinear and f : PCn Ñ PCn is the associated pro-
jective transformation we have that H2pfq   Id. We have proved
that LˆQ is not antilinear, as we needed to show. 
From now on suppose that we have a homotopy equivalence φ as in
Proposition 1.2 with the property that LQ is linear for all Q and that
LQ0  Id.
We will derive a contradiction from the following observation:
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that Q,Q1 P HerpCnq and L P PCn are such that
LKQ  LKQ1 . Then LQpLq  LQ1pLq.
Proof. The assumption that LK  LKQ implies that
σLQ  σ
L
Q1  SUpQq X SUpQ
1
q
From the defining equation (4.1) of ΦQ we get that ΦQpLq  ΦQ1pLq,
and hence that LQpLq  LQ1pLq. 
As a first consequence we deduce that LQ is essentially given by the
polar part of any isometry between pCn, Qq and pCn, Q0q.
Lemma 5.3. If A : pCn, Qq Ñ pCn, Q0q is any C-linear isometry with
detA  1 and P is the polar part of A, then there is U P SUn with
LQ  UP . Moreover, U acts as a homothety on every eigenspace of P
and hence commutes with P .
Recall that the polar part P of A is the unique positive definite
hermitian matrix with tP¯P  tA¯A. We have A  UP for some U P
SUn.
Proof. To begin with, observe that P : pCn, Qq Ñ pCn, Q0q is also an
isometry:
Q0pPv, Pwq 
tv¯tP¯P w¯  tv¯tA¯Aw¯  Q0pAv,Awq  Qpv, wq
In particular, U  LQP
1
P SUn.
We claim that U acts as a homothety on every eigenspace of P ; recall
that P is positive definite hermitian and hence diagonalizable. More-
over, the eigenspaces of P are both Q0-orthogonal and Q-orthogonal to
each other. This implies that if L P PCn is contained in an eigenspace
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of P we have LK  LKQ . By Lemma 5.2 and the normalization
LQ0  Id we have thus LQpLq  LQ0pLq  L and hence
UpLq  pLQpP
1
pLqq  LQpLq  L
In other words, U P SUn fixes every 1-dimensional subspace of every
eigenspace of P and hence acts as a homothety on each one of these
eigenspaces. This implies directly that PU  UP . 
We are now ready to conclude the proof of Proposition 1.2. In order
to do that consider, for t P R, the matrix
At 


et et 0
0 et 0
0 0 Idn2


P SLn C
where Idn2 is the pn2q-by-pn2q identity matrix. Consider also the
associated family of quadratic forms
Qtpv, wq  Q0pAtv, Atwq
and the linear subspaces
S1  C t0u      t0u
S2  tpx, x, 0 . . . , 0q|x P Cu
S3  t0u  t0u  C
n2
Observe that the images
AtS1  S1
AtS2  t0u  C t0u      t0u
AtS3  S3
of S1, S2, S3 under At are independent of t andQ0-orthogonal. It follows
that the spaces S1, S2 and S3 are pairwise Qt-orthogonal for all t. In
particular we have S
KQt
1  S2 ` S3 for all t. Lemma 5.2 implies that
(5.1) LQtpS1q  LQspS1q
for all t and s. We will obtain a contradiction to (5.1).
Consider the polar part
Pt 
g
f
f
f
e


e2t e2t 0
e2t e2t   e2t 0
0 0 Idn2


of At and notice that it has three distinct eigenvalues λ
t
1
 et, λt
1
 et
and λ3  1. The λ3-eigenspace is the subspace S3 and hence does not
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depend on t. Denote by Et the λ
t
1
eigenspace of Pt. A computation
shows that
lim
tÑ8
Et  lim
tÑ8
PtpS1q  tpx, x, 0, . . . , 0q|x P Cu
lim
tÑ8
Et  lim
tÑ8
PtpS1q  S1
It follows that for any choice of Ut P SUn preserving the eigenspace Et
of Pt we have
lim
tÑ8
UtPtpS1q  tpx, x, 0, . . . , 0q|x P Cu
lim
tÑ8
UtPtpS1q  S1
On the other hand, by Lemma 5.3, there is, for all t, some Ut P SUn
fixing the eigenspaces of Pt and with LQt  UtPt. Hence we have
lim
tÑ8
LQtpS1q  tpx, x, 0, . . . , 0q|x P Cu  S1  lim
tÑ8
LQtpS1q
contradicting (5.1). This contradiction concludes the proof of Propo-
sition 1.2. 
Remark. The end of Proposition 1.2 is perhaps a little bit disappointing
but we beg the reader to think how to prove that GL2R is not commu-
tative. The reader would probably just write two random matrices A
and B, multiply them, and see that AB  BA. Giving an example to
show that something preposterous does not hold is neither conceptual
nor sophisticated, but perhaps the only available argument; or at least
the simplest.
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